PLATE MAINTENANCE
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Forbes & Lomax Plate Maintenance
Invisible Plate
The Invisible Plate range requires very little cleaning. The clear plate protects the wall from everyday dirt and
grime. If cleaning is required, we recommend using a clean cloth and buffing until marks are no longer
visible.
Unlacquered Brass
For everyday cleaning, use a soft cloth but for a more thorough clean, use Brasso or Brasso wadding. Plates
should be removed from the wall to prevent damage to wallpaper or paint, alternatively a protective layer of
card can be inserted behind the edge of the plate. Do not use water-based cleaners as they will leave marks
and damage the plates.
Stainless Steel Plate
The Stainless-Steel range can be cleaned using a small amount of stainless-steel cleaner. These are normally
spray cleaners and should be sprayed directly on to the cloth and buffed into the plate. We recommend that
plates are removed from the wall before cleaning to prevent damage to the wall surface. Alternatively place
a protective piece of card between the plate and the wall before cleaning.
Nickel Silver Plate
The Nickel Silver is extremely low maintenance. Any fingerprints or marks can be removed using a dry soft
cloth or duster such as a micro cloth.
Antique Bronze Plate
The Antique Bronze range requires little maintenance as it has a slight lacquer, a clean, soft cloth can be
used to wipe away any dust. We recommend removing plates before cleaning them to prevent damage to
the wall surface.
Aged Brass
The Aged Brass starts off as an antiqued finish and when left will continue to patina even more with time. If
cleaning is necessary, it should be done with a soft cloth
Verdigris
The Verdigris range requires little maintenance and is one of the most practical finishes. As these plates have
undergone two processes of both bronzing and patination, the plate is well protected and requires little
maintenance other than a dust.
Brushed Brass
The Brushed Brass plates are lacquered which enables the plate finish to be preserved. A wipe with a micro
cloth would remove any finger marks but we would not recommend any strong metal cleaners as this may
compromise the lacquer on the plate
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